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Active Headgear  
Connector
Moves as the patient moves  
for a reliable seal.

Touchless Spacebar
Unique design provides  
superior stability, maintaining a seal  
without contacting the skin.

360° Rotating Elbow
For optimal tube positioning  
and easier mobility.

Quick Release Tab
Lightweight breathable headgear 
removes easily with one hand.

Replaceable Cushion
Now you can replace the cushion  
without having to replace the whole 
mask. Available in three sizes.

Maximum comfort and minimal 
headgear tension. AIR°gel® minimizes 
pressure points and skin irritation.

Made in the USA of US and globally sourced components  |  Our products are backed by Sleepnet's warranty against manufacturing defects

Ascend to a higher level of comfort and convenience 
Rise to a higher level of comfor t and convenience with the Ascend Nasal  
Mask . Our patented AIR°gel replaceable cushion is easily detached and reattached  
for cleaning and cushion replacement, saving both time and money.

®
replaceable              cushion masks
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sleepnetmasks.com

Does not contain 
natural rubber latex

The following product is protected by  
US patents 10,974,007,  9,199,054 and  
other patents pending

M90050 rev E

What makes our Ascend  
Nasal Mask different?

Easy-to-Replace Cushion

Ascend Nasal Masks with AFit Headgear Specifications:

Product 
Number Description Cushion 

Size Dimensions

50174 Mask System & headgear S,M,L NA
50179 Mask System with attached headgear S,M,L NA
50157 Mask with attached headgear Small 3.70"D x 2.75"W x 5.40"H
50158 Mask with attached headgear Medium 3.80"D x 2.95"W x 5.40"H
50159 Mask with attached headgear Large 3.97"D x 3.30"W x 5.40"H
50187 Mask without headgear attached Small 3.70"D x 2.75"W x 5.40"H
50188 Mask without headgear attached Medium 3.80"D x 2.95"W x 5.40"H
50189 Mask without headgear attached Large 3.97"D x 3.30"W x 5.40"H
50201 AIR°gel cushion Small 3.70"D x 2.75"W x 5.40"H
50202 AIR°gel cushion Medium 3.80"D x 2.95"W x 5.40"H
50203 AIR°gel cushion Large 3.97"D x 3.30"W x 5.40"H
55058 AFit headgear NA NA

®
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Disassembly: Squeeze the sides 
of the cushion frame to release 
from mask .

Assembly: Place the top alignment 
pin in the notch. Push the bottom 
until all pins are secure.

Contact and support 

Sleepnet representative in your area

www.sleepnetmasks.com

Phone: 1-800-742-3646 

Cushion Technology
Our patented AIR°gel technology with an  
ergonomic design reduces pressure while  

maintaining an ef fective seal.

Replaceable Cushion - Available in three sizes with  
simple and breathable quick-release AFit headgear. 
Our easy-to-use replaceable cushion allows you to  
extend the life of your mask . 

Active Headgear Connector - Moves as patient moves  
for a reliable seal.

Touchless Spacebar - Unique design provides  
superior stability, maintaining a seal without  
contacting the skin.


